
Abu Dhabi

Currently under construction, Abu Dhabi International Airport’s 
Midfield Terminal Building (MTB) will cover an enormous 
700,000sqm when completed in December 2017. By then, 
passenger traffic at the airport is estimated to reach 30 million, 
up from 20 million in 2014. 

Aer Rianta International and Lagardère Capital were awarded 
the contracts to design and operate 5,000sqm of duty free space 
at the terminal, while Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC) 
intends to sign deals with F&B operators and other service 
providers in the coming weeks.

“The RFP process is now closed and we are finalising approvals 

for all retail and F&B space,” confirms Dan Cappell, acting chief 
commercial officer at ADAC. 

“We will be releasing [the tenders for] financial services and 
other commercial services shortly.”

Bahrain

After achieving record revenues and profits for 2015, Bahrain 
Duty Free (BDF) kicked off 2016 with two lucrative promotions. 
First, it rolled out Cookie of Fortune throughout February and 
March, giving away prizes for every BHD 50 ($133) spent. Then 
it launched Gift Factory in April to reward shoppers every time 
they spent BHD 30 ($80) at Bahrain International Airport (BIA).
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Good going
Gulf

It’s been a busy first half for airports across the Arabian Gulf. New terminal 
complexes are being mapped out, retail promotions are becoming more creative 
and passenger volumes are on an upward trajectory. Heba Hashem tracks the latest 
developments in this fast-growing region

in the
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Both promotions saw the retail concessionaire give away daily 
prizes, which ranged from Bose speakers and GoPro and Nikon 
cameras to Longines and Tag Heuer watches. Many shoppers also 
won Apple iPhones and iPads, while others scooped sunglasses by 
Prada, Gucci and Ray-Ban.

The marketing initiatives built on the success of similar 
promotions that ran during 2015 and are said to be yielding 
positive results. Last year, BDF reported gross revenues of $77 
million – a growth of 3.3% on the previous year – and operating 
profit of $13.7 million, up 14.3% on 2014. Passenger volumes 
also increased 5.9% year-on-year.  

The profits were the company’s highest ever, according to BDF 
chairman Farouk Almoayyed: “I am proud to say that Bahrain 
Duty Free has made strategic progress. The company will make 
a significant capital investment in 2016 to upgrade all shops in 
the departures area and will introduce many new brands in the 
watches, perfumes and cosmetics categories.” 

Benefit Cosmetics was one of the first brands to launch at 
BDF’s departures store in March.

Besides the overhaul of departures, BIA is getting a new 
220,000sqm terminal that will transform the gateway when 
completed by 2020. The building will be four times the size 
of the existing terminal and increases the airport’s passenger 
capacity from four to 14 million a year. The projects are all part 
of a $1.1 billion expansion scheme, said to be the largest in 
Bahrain’s civil aviation history.

Dubai

Dubai Airports had an eventful first quarter with the launch 

of Concourse D in late February. The new facility brought 
4,300sqm of F&B space and 7,000sqm of duty free shopping to 
Terminal 1 passengers.

A few weeks prior to the opening, Dubai Duty Free celebrated 
the Chinese New Year with a 20% discount on the top 25 most 
popular products for Chinese customers. 

The promotion lasted three weeks and comprised products 
such as Chungwa and Panda cigarettes, local liquors like 
Kweichow Moutai, as well as popular high-end perfume, skincare 
and confectionary brands.

In the coming months, Dubai Airports plans to roll-out 
its musicDXB concept at Concourse D, bringing pop-up 
performances from global superstars and emerging artists, as 
well as up-and-coming local talent. With this initiative, the 
company hopes to impress its cosmopolitan audience of around 
79 million who pass through the airport every year.

Oman

The highly anticipated duty free contract for the new Muscat 
International Airport was awarded to Aer Rianta International 
(ARI) in February. Under the terms of the 10-year agreement, 
the Irish firm will manage and operate 5,000sqm of duty free 
space at the $1.8 billion terminal. 

Covering an area of 344,995sqm, the new building will replace 
the existing 42-year old facility and will have an initial capacity 
of 12 million passengers a year when it opens by the end of 
2016. The old terminal on the other hand will be refurbished 
and used for operating low-cost airlines.

Like Doha and Dubai, Muscat is a popular transit destination 
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Main: Rendering of the new Muscat International Airport; 

top right: Muscat Duty Free; 

bottom right: Bahrain Duty Free
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thanks to Oman Air’s long-distance flights, which often make 
stops in the capital city. The airport welcomed 10.3 million 
passengers last year, representing strong growth of 18% 
compared to 2014.

Meanwhile, the new Salalah International Airport, Oman’s 
second-largest, opened in June last year and ATÜ Duty Free was 
appointed to operate 844sqm of duty free shops and F&B outlets.

But the work is far from over. An expansion is now underway 
to upgrade the airport from a primarily domestic facility to one 
that is more suitable for international travellers. 

Salalah is well known for its distinctive environment and cooler 
climate during the summer compared to the rest of the region. 
Thus, the focus of the expansion is to develop the city into a 
tourist destination and turn the airport into a complementary 
gateway to Oman.

Qatar

Qatar Duty Free (QDF) recently hosted a series of glamorous 
events at Hamad International Airport (HIA). From a live 
catwalk show of Giorgio Armani’s newest collection, to a glitzy 
display of Dolce & Gabbana’s latest range that offered free 
engraving and gift-wrapping with every purchased product, the 
campaign was a huge success.

The Qatar Airways subsidiary also joined in the Chinese New 
Year celebrations in February, launching a themed pavilion 
with discounts of up to 20% on fragrances, cosmetics, luxury 
watches, fine jewellery and confectionery. These included Godiva 
chocolates, Prada perfume, La Prairie skincare, Swarovski 
jewellery, Harrods bags and Marmalade Market goodies. 

Additionally, travellers who spent QAR 1000 ($274) or more 
during the festive season using a UnionPay credit card received a 

QAR 100 ($27) gift voucher.
One of the most exciting developments for retailers and F&B 

operators at HIA was the launch of the airport’s new mobile 
app in March, which provides passengers with directions to their 
favourite outlets and notifies them of promotions as they walk 
past various stores. 

Like most airports in the Gulf region, HIA is undergoing a 
large-scale expansion that aims to double its size to more than 
one million square metres by 2020. Most importantly, the project 
will boost passenger capacity to 53 million per year ahead of the 
anticipated massive influx of visitors during the 2022 World Cup. 

One extension already underway is the North Node. Scheduled 
for completion later this year, this area will add 130,000sqm to 

Main and top right: Qatar Duty Free HIA
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the existing terminal and include 3,700sqm of retail and F&B 
space along with a 5,400sqm lounge and a 100-room hotel.

“The ongoing development of HIA’s North Node terminal will 
provide further opportunities for the growth of retail and food 
and beverage and will allow QDF to explore new and additional 
components, bespoke pop-up stores, exclusive promotions and 
conveniently located contact gate retail solutions – strategies 
that have thus far proven highly successful for Qatar Duty Free,” 
senior vice-president Luis Gasset tells Frontier. 

“These plans will be delivered in phases with far bigger retail 
space that will be filled with existing and new brands as well 
as a fresh approach to some of QDF’s owned portfolio of retail 
concepts,” he adds. 

In the long-run, HIA plans to expand Concourses D and E with 
a 1.3-km long terminal to add another 18,000sqm of internal 
and external spaces for retail, F&B and passenger lounges.

RAK Airport

Long overshadowed by Abu Dhabi and Dubai airports, Ras al 
Khaimah (RAK) International is now emerging as a gateway 
for residents in the UAE’s Northern Emirates, thanks to the 
operation of three popular carriers and the unlimited free parking 
offered to passengers.

With the launch of Air Arabia’s services in 2014, followed by 
Qatar Airways and Air India in February this year, the airport 
is now directly connected to 12 destinations and serves as a 
stopover for more than 150 others. 

Having witnessed 17% passenger growth in 2015, RAK 
International is gearing up for a much-needed expansion. 
The project is expected to extend retail space by 40% and lift 
passenger capacity from 1.5 million to 3.5 million a year. A VIP 

terminal is also in the pipeline.
Budget Rent-a-Car became the first car rental company at the 

airport when it opened earlier this year and, according to RAK 
International, a number of prime retail spaces are available for 
short or long-term lease, including pre-existing shop areas and 
spaces for customised development. 

Riyadh

All eyes will be on Terminal 5 at King Khalid International 
Airport (KKIA) in Riyadh, the first airport to be privatised in 
Saudi Arabia. 

Set to open later this year and replace Terminal 3, the 
106,500sqm facility will be managed and operated by Dublin 
Airport Authority’s (DAA) international subsidiary following 
the five-year contract awarded by the General Authority of Civil 
Aviation (GACA). 

The project is a first of its kind for GACA and will include 
around 4,500sqm of retail and F&B outlets, with a capacity of up 
to 12 million domestic passengers, according to the Irish firm. 

Brands that eventually set up at the new terminal will gain 
from the strong demand for domestic air travel within the 
Kingdom. Last year, domestic passenger traffic at KKIA grew 
7.4% to 11.7 million, accounting for nearly half of the 22.3 
million travellers that used the airport.

“This is DAA International’s first airport management 
contract,” says company chief executive Colm Moran. 

“We will work closely with GACA to ensure that we more than 
deliver on our commitment to provide a world-class product to 
customers and also to generate significant commercial revenues at 
Terminal 5.” F

RAK Airport
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